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ABSTRACT
We propose a novel representation for dense pixel-wise esti-
mation tasks using CNNs that boosts accuracy and reduces
training time, by explicitly exploiting joint coarse-and-fine
reasoning. The coarse reasoning is performed over a dis-
crete classification space to obtain a general rough solution,
while the fine details of the solution are obtained over a con-
tinuous regression space. In our approach both components
are jointly estimated, which proved to be beneficial for im-
proving estimation accuracy. Additionally, we propose a new
network architecture, which combines coarse and fine compo-
nents by treating the fine estimation as a refinement built on
top of the coarse solution, and therefore adding details to the
general prediction. We apply our approach to the challenging
problem of optical flow estimation and empirically validate
it against state-of-the-art CNN-based solutions trained from
scratch and tested on large optical flow datasets.
Index Terms— optical flow, convolutional neural net-
works, regression, classification, flownet, coarse-and-fine.
1. INTRODUCTION
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have become
a de facto standard to successfully address all kind of percep-
tion related problems, such as image classification, object de-
tection and optical flow. Fresh CNN architectures and train-
ing procedures are day after day becoming the new state of
the art, producing models which prediction accuracy was in-
conceivable few years ago. The ascendancy of these tools is
greatly due to the release of very large annotated datasets as
well as the popularization of massively-parallel GPUs, which
enable fast training and inference.
In addition to the two aforementioned elements, the suc-
cess of CNN-based approaches heavy rely on a smart design
of three elements, which are i) the representation of the prob-
lem, ii) the training method and iii) the network architecture.
As a general practice, the task under study is represented
as a set of classification or regression problems, depending
on the nature of the task. For example, it is common to rep-
resent semantic segmentation [1] as multiple classification
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Fig. 1. We approach dense per-pixel regression problems with
a joint coarse-and-fine method and apply it to the challeng-
ing problem of optical flow prediction. Our method explicitly
combines a coarse result based on the solution of pixel-wise
horizontal and vertical classification problems with a fine one
obtained through regression predictions.
problems over a finite and discrete set of categories, while
motion related tasks —such as optical flow prediction [2]—
are represented as regression problems over a continuous
”flow space”. To promote the correct behavior of CNNs,
the training method needs to reflect the chosen representa-
tion with an appropriate loss function. Typical examples of
losses are cross entropy and mean squared error, associated to
classification and regression problems respectively. The last
element, the network architecture, needs to provide enough
capacity for the approximation of the task and support the
propagation of the gradient to make the training possible.
The use of certain network designs, as for instance the ar-
chitectures based on residual blocks has proven to yield a
notorious improvement in speed and accuracy [3].
Unlike existing approaches, in this paper we propose an
alternative representation that combines the benefits of clas-
sification and regression in a joint coarse-and-fine reasoning
as shown in Fig. 1. The classification component carries gen-
eral coarse information that is important to focus the search
around the solution space, while the regression component
carries the fine details needed to produce an accurate predic-
tion. We defend that this representation is more suitable that
the existing ones, helping to reach better solutions faster. To
enforce this joint representation we propose one simple but
effective loss functions that linearly combines a classification
and a regression cost. We also show how to fully integrate
this representation in any network architecture by introducing
a new layer that expresses the final prediction as the addition
of a refinement real component on top of a coarse discrete
approximation.
Our approach is applied to the context of optical flow due
to its challenging nature, where a real value needs to be pre-
dicted for each pixel of an image that may follow any kind
of motion. We demonstrate the benefits of our proposal in
state-of-the-art optical flow datasets.
2. RELATED WORK
The formulation of optical flow approaches has continued
evolving from the classical energy optimization formulation
over a pixel-brightness space [4] to sophisticated variational
approaches [5], which include all type of ad hoc blocks to
account for key aspects such as edges motion [6] and robust
patch matching [7]. This evolution towards improving flow
accuracy brought the addition of object semantics [8] and
eventually the will of exploiting semantic information and
context to improve flow estimation led to approach the task
as a learning problem, exploiting the power of CNN-based
techniques.
It is clear that CNNs [9][10] have gained much attention
in the context of optical flow. They have been applied to im-
prove many different parts of the pipeline, from dealing with
image patch matching in large motion displacement [11][6],
to the extraction and match of features patch [12]. The first to-
tally CNN-based optical flow approach was introduced in [2],
where authors show that it is feasible to reach state-of-the-art
solutions training a CNN architecture end-to-end. Such an
approach builds upon the recent success of deconvolutional
blocks to solve dense pixel-wise prediction problems, such
as semantic segmentation [13][14][15][1] and super resolu-
tion [16]. Most of the CNN-based solutions typically address
the learning task casting it to a classification or a regression
problem, depending on the nature of the task. In our novel
approach, we perform joint classification and regression to
exploit their respective benefits, i.e., i) obtaining a simplified
coarse solution via classification, which helps the training to
converge quicker and ii) distilling the fine details of a solution
via regression. We prove that this approach leads to better
results than existing coarse-to-fine strategies used in meth-
ods like FlowNet [2], where the problem is hierarchically ap-
proached from low to high resolution.
3. THE COARSE-AND-FINE FORMULATION
Optical flow, as well as many other dense pixel-wise predic-
tion tasks, is traditionally formulated as a regression prob-
lem in order to predict a solution that is intended to capture
fine details. However, in this work we defend that it is more
convenient and accurate to jointly represent a coarse classifi-
cation component, which contains a generic and discrete ap-
proximation to the solution, and a fine regression component,
which provides a fine and continuous refinement. The intro-
duction of an explicit discrete classification term draws in-
spiration from semantic segmentation methods, which exhibit
fast convergence rates. In our case, this component helps on
accelerating the training by quickly centring the search space
around a coarsely correct solution.
Here we describe the concepts and ingredients used to
fully exploit this joint coarse-and-fine representation, includ-
ing two different network topologies with their respective
training methods and associated loss functions.
3.1. Estimating coarse information as an auxiliary task
For the sake of generality, we define a basic architecture for
the estimation of optical flow as a combination of two blocks,
Fθ(·) and Gθ(·). Given an RGB image X ∈ RH×W×3, an
initial stage of the network computes features Fθ(X ) accord-
ing to the network model θ. Then, a second stage trans-
forms these features into pixelwise optical flow predictions
Gθ(Fθ(X )) = Yˆ ∈ RH×W×2. In our approach, we adapt
FlowNet [2] to use it as our Fθ (see Fig. 2 for a graphical
description).
Traditional CNN-based methods defineGθ as a set of con-
volutions that transform the extracted representation into the
final optical flow. Then, during training a regression loss
function is used to find a suitable model θ, and therefore just
using fine-grained information.
A simple way to account for both coarse-and-fine compo-
nents is to branch Gθ into Gclass = Yˆclass and Greg = Yˆ reg.
Here, Yˆ reg stands for a fine-grained regression solution and
Yˆclass stands for a coarse classification prediction over a small
set of flow categories.
Greg is given by a 3 × 3 convolution kernel, which maps
to a 2 channel output representing flow. On the other hand,
Gclass consists of a simple 3 × 3 convolution mapping to K
categories and followed by a soft-max operator. These K
categories are defined by projecting optical flow within the
[mr,Mr] range, which bounds are empirically selected ac-
cording to typical minimum and maximum values for this
problem. Then this range is divided intoK categories Ik such
that:
Ik =
 (− inf, C1 + δ/2), if k = 1[Ck − δ/2, Ck + δ/2) if 1 < k < K
[CK − δ/2,+ inf) if k = K
 . (1)
Ck = mr + δ(k − 1), k ∈ 1, . . . ,K are the centroids
of the classes. Notice that outbound pixels are codified on
the outer classes. This procedure serves also to transform the
regression ground truth Y reg into classification ground truth
Yclass.
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Fig. 2. Our regularised FlowNet architecture is formed of a contractive and an expansive part. First, a set of Convolutions, Batch
Normalization and Relu layers (CONV, BN and RELU) are interleaved to obtain abstract and hierarchical representations while
contracting the input information. The final dense predictions is generated by deconvolution layers (CONVT ), and guided to an
optimal solution by concatenating (CAT blocks) corresponding initial feature maps and the partial coarse and fine upsampled
(Up) solutions obtained at five resolution points.
During training θ is adjusted via standard end-to-end
back-propagation, guided by the following coarse-and-fine
loss function:
LCaF (Yˆ,Y) = Lcoarse(Yˆ class,Yclass) + λLfine(Yˆ reg,Y reg).
(2)
In our approach, Lfine is a standard `2-norm. For Lcoarse,
we use the multi-class Weighted Cross Entropy loss (WCE) [1],
such that:
LWCE = −
H,W,K∑
i,j,k
ω(Y classi,j )Id[Y classi,j ](log(Yˆ
class
i,j,k )), (3)
where Id[x′](x) is an index function that acts as a selector for
the probability associated to the expected ground truth class.
ω(k) is a weight proportional to the inverse of the frequency
of the k-th class, which is a key factor to prevent the bias in-
troduced by class imbalance due to some predominant vector
flows and is computed from the training set statistics.
We refer to this approach as CaF. In practice, and without
loss of generality, we further sub-divide Gclass into its hori-
zontal and vertical optical flow terms Yˆclass-H, Yˆclass-V to sim-
plify the representation of the problem. In the CaF, coarse
and fine components are never combined. The output of the
network is just the regression, while the coarse component is
used as an an auxiliary task to provide additional guidance
and speed up to the training process. Despite its simplicity,
this method serves us to test and validate the importance of
accounting for both coarse and fine components.
3.2. Explicit Joint Coarse-and-Fine
We propose a refinement of the previous approach that ex-
plicitly represents the optical flow estimation by adding the
output of the regressor to the classifier component. In this
case, the regressor does not encode the whole optical flow, but
just the fine details of the solution, i.e., a refinement, which is
combined with the coarse solution provided by the horizontal
and vertical classifiers to produce the final estimation. This
process, that we call CaF-Full, is depicted by Fig. 3. This
representation has the advantage of reducing the search space
of the fine component to a bounded area around zero, which
makes the training convergence faster and leads to more ac-
curate models (see section 4).
In practice, the combination of the three components, i.e.,
Yˆclass-H, Yˆclass-V and Yˆ res requires to map the discrete classifi-
cation solutions back to a real value. This is done in the De-
CLASS blocks (Fig. 3), which output the centroid associated
to a given class. Afterwards horizontal and vertical compo-
nents are concatenated and added to the regression output.
4. EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments, we take a state-of-the-art regression-
based CNN architecture [2] and validate the benefits of
adding our joint coarse-and-fine reasoning scheme in terms
of optical flow end-point-error (EPE). As additional baselines
classification-only and regression-only predictions are also
reported. Experiments are summarized in Table 1, where we
show that our proposal decreases EPE by up to a 15%.
4.1. Experimental conditions
All the presented models are trained from scratch under the
exact same conditions, allowing to measure the real perfor-
mance boost that our approach produce. FlyingChairs [2]
is used for training, adopting the same splits than the orig-
inal paper and a batch size of 8 pairs of images as input.
We perform slight data augmentation by mirroring upside-
down and left-to-right the images with a 50% chance each.
All models are implemented in MatConvNet, initialized fol-
lowing He’s method [17] and trained using Adam with the
standard parameters β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. The train-
ing process is performed on a single NVIDIA K40 GPU
for 600, 000 epochs, fixing the learning rate to 10−3 during
the first 300, 000 epochs and successively halving it each
100, 000 epochs. Following [2] we measure the network
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Fig. 3. Each coarse-and-fine module solves
one regression and two classification per-pixel
problems. Softmax outputs from these last are
declassified obtaining the coarse solution.
F.Chairs Sintel Train Sintel Test
Validation Clean Final Clean Final
Regression 3.78 (100) 6.93 (100) 7.66 (100) 9.98 (100) 10.72 (100)
Class-5c 6.99 (184.7) 9.66 (139.4) 10.20 (133.1) 13.11 (131.3) 13.54 (126.3)
Class-21c 4.06 (107.3) 7.91 (114.1) 8.50 (110.9) 10.70 (107.1) 11.34 (105.8)
Class-41c 3.81 (100.7) 7.69 (110.87) 8.38 (109.3) 10.66 (106.7) 11.53 (107.5)
CaF-5c 3.55 (93.8) 6.85 (98.8) 7.54 (98.5) 9.98 (99.9) 10.69 (99.7)
CaF-21c 3.44 (90.9) 6.76 (97.5) 7.43 (96.9) 9.88 (98.9) 10.53 (98.2)
CaF-41c 3.47 (91.7) 6.75 (97.4) 7.39 (96.4) 9.77 (97.8) 10.48 (97.7)
CaF-Full-5c 3.25 (85.8) 6.85 (98.84) 7.72 (100.7) 9.74 (97.5) 10.51 (98.1)
CaF-Full-21c 3.23 (85.3) 6.75 (97.34) 7.59 (99.0) 9.57 (95.8) 10.28 (95.9)
CaF-Full-41c 3.18 (84.0) 6.51 (93.84) 7.28 (95.0) 9.42 (94.3) 10.18 (95.0)
Table 1. Evaluation of the end-point-error for the presented models. Suf-
fixes Kc indicate the number of classes used during training on Flying
Chairs. Results over the Sintel Training and Test sets are presented, showing
the generalization of our method on unseen datasets.
loss at 5 different resolution points on the expansive part
(Fig.2), but contrary to their approach we weight all these
losses equally to avoid extreme hyper-parameter tuning. For
the coarse prediction, we bound the continuous flow space
between −40 and 40 (parameters mr and Mr respectively),
and discretise the resulting subdomain. We perform three dif-
ferent experiments attending to the number of classes created
and therefore the size of the pixel flow bins (δ). We choose to
test 5, 21 and 41 classes, each one representing flow ranges
of 20, 10 and 2 respectively.
4.2. Regression baseline
Our regression baseline consists of a Batch-Normalized
FlowNet trained from scratch under the previously defined
conditions. The regression baseline is trained by deactivating
the contribution of the classification modules to the final out-
put as well to the loss function (turning off the upper part of
Fig. 3). The reported results are fairly close to the ones of the
original paper, but we used moderated data augmentation and
avoided the hyper-parameter tuning in order to create a fair
and reproducible test environment. Notwithstanding, the in-
crease in performance of our joint approach is evident, as the
training procedure is rigorous and fixed for all the methods.
4.3. Classification baseline
In addition to the regression baseline, Table 1 reports clas-
sification results labelled as Class-Kc, for K = {5, 21, 41}
classes. This baseline is trained by deactivating the regres-
sion contribution to the network output (the ”SUM” block in
Fig. 3) as well as the MSE error of the loss during training, so
that only the coarse components are used.
4.4. Joint Coarse-and-Fine performance
We report experiments for the two flavours of our proposal,
i.e., i) CaF, which is the regression baseline trained with the
proposed coarse-and-fine loss function —turning the DeClass
modules of Fig. 3 off, but keeping its measured errors on—,
and ii) our full coarse-and-fine proposal (CaF-Full) where the
coarse-and-fine refinement is plugged, explicitly creating the
network output in that way.
According to the results, the performance boost produced
by our approach in the trained networks is significant. The
addition of the combined loss function (see Table 1 rows 5–7)
noticeably decreases the end-point-error (EPE). Moreover, by
introducing our full coarse-and-fine architecture (rows 8–10),
described in section 3.2, the performance is boosted up to a
15% in the Flying chairs validation set.
Regarding the number of classes of the coarse prediction,
we observe a trend in the full architecture as the error tends
to decrease with the number of classes. This is more clear for
the CaF-Full models, has having smaller class bins allows the
fine prediction to recover misclassified pixels easier.
We further evaluate the generalization capacities of our
approach by testing the models trained on FlyingChairs over
the unseen Sintel dataset without any finetuning. Although
the improvement is not so abrupt in this challenging dataset,
the same conclusions can be systematically obtained for both
training and test Sintel splits. This proves once more the ben-
efits of our joint Coarse-and-Fine methods.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
1This paper presented the benefits of using a joint coarse-
and-fine representation for dense pixel-wise estimation task—
such as optical flow— by casting the task to a joint clas-
sification and regression problem. Our novel representation
has proven to speed up training convergence and to increase
model accuracy when compared against CNN-based state-of-
the-art methods and other baselines. We have experimen-
tally demonstrated that this joint representation achieves its
maximum potential by exploiting a new type of architecture,
which expresses its prediction as the addition of a refinement
real component to a coarse discrete approximation. Our next
steps are focused on the study the impact that complementary
sources of information have in models accuracy and how to
efficiently combine those sources.
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